
NUMBER 1 GRAIN FED INDEX ANGUS COW  

El Grando, NURG20, is now the highest indexing Bull for the Heavy Grain Index.  

 

El Grando was entered into the Angus Sire Benchmarking Program and has 120 recorded progeny.  

Te Mania Quenbeyan D113 (AI) (ET) is now the highest indexing Angus cow in Australia for the 

Heavy Grain Index. We bought her from Te Mania in 2010. 

 

She has had 39 progeny for us of whom 17 were disorder free. Grando is her son. 

NUMBER 1 GRAIN FED INDEX ANGUS BULL 

THE TOP TWENTY 

We aim to use high indexing bulls to produce high indexing progeny for use in our commercial 

clients’ herds. The most recent (end of January, 2016) published Breedplan results show that we 

have succeeded in doing this particularly on the Heavy Grain Index. The table on the following 

page shows the results of a search for active HBR bulls without known genetic disorders. Murray 

El Grando is currently the highest indexing bull in the country on this index, and three of his sons 

are in the top 20 in the breed. 

 

Te Mania Berkley and 6 of his sons (and 1 paternal grandson) are on the list. Also included are 4 

Regent sons, 2 Prophet sons and two Ambush 28 sons. The last two were bred by us and are sons 

of Te Mania Queanbeyan D113. Grando and 3 of his sons are on the list. 



The prefixes represented in this small group of animals are of interest. These 20 bulls have been 

bred by nine breeders - Topbos (4), Te Mania (3), Murray (3), Ayrvale (2), Ghinni Ghi (2), Chel-

tenham Park (1), Pathfinder (1) and Reiland (1). 

 

We are proud to have bred these high indexing animals. We are also pleased to see the prefixes of 

some other smaller herds and friends on the list. 




